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What the hand

does the mind

remembers.

Maria Montessori



THANK  YOU ! !  

A  B I G

Thank you so much for purchasing our products! We hope
that this educational tool helps your little one to grow and

thrive! Please feel free to reach out to us via email if you have
any questions! Drop by our Youtube Channel "Raising Tiny
Feet" for videos about homeschool and our crazy fun life!

Until next time friend. 
xoxo, MAMA



Teach the child to recognize their ABC’s

by reciting and pointing to each letter.

Later have them repeat after you. Once

they are old enough to use writing utensils

have them  trace each letter with a dry 

erase marker.

Teach the child to recognize their ABC’s

by reciting and pointing to each letter.

Later have them repeat after you. Once

they are old enough to use writing utensils

have them  trace each letter with a dry

erase marker.

Teach the child to recognize their 123’s

by reciting and pointing to each number.

Later have them repeat after you. Once

they can recognize each number, quiz

them, by letting them use dry erase

markers or pinto beans to single out each

number.

Teach the child how to count

with their fingers.

ALPHABET ALPHABET ( LOWERCASE)

NUMBERS 1-10 COUNTING



Teach the child how to count

with their fingers.

COUNTING GOOGLY EYE ROBOTS

Teach the child to recognize their colors by

reciting and pointing to each color. Use the duplicate

page provided as a "cut out" page to cut out the

crayons and add Velcro to create a fun matching

game!

COLOR MATCHING

Teach the child to recognize their colors by

reciting and pointing to each color. Later

have them repeat after you. Once they can

recognize each color, quiz them by letting

them use dry erase marker, stickers or

pinto beans to single out each color.

LEARNING COLORS

Have the child place the correct number of googly

eyes on the robots. Work with them to count how

many eyes belong on the each robot! 



Teach your child to recognize their shapes by

reciting and pointing to each shape. Later have

them repeat after you. Once they can

recognize each shape, quiz them, by letting

them use dry erase marker or pinto beans to

single out each shape.

LEARNING SHAPES

Teach the child to recognize their colors by

reciting and pointing to each color. Later

have them repeat after you. Once they can

recognize each color, quiz them by letting

them use dry erase marker, stickers or

pinto beans to single out each color

LEARNING COLORS

Use the counting bears to have the child

point out the different sizes and colors.

Help the child differentiate between

large and small things while also using

the words Big, Medium and Small

BIG & SMALL

Teach the child to sort as well as the difference

between small, medium and large with this fun

activity.

Cut out the apples (provided in the cut out page with )

and have the child place the apples in the appropriate  

basket.

APPLE SORTING



Have the child use dry erase marker to

trace the shapes. This activity helps them

learn how to draw squares and circles.

Alt: Place pinto beans inside of the

shapes and ask them how many beans

are in each shape

TRACING SHAPES

Have the child look out of the window or

go outside to check the weather.  Use the blue

rectangle provided in the "cut outs" page, and have

the child place the blue rectangle over the weather for

that current day!  

***Extra! Teach the child more about the

weather and dig deeper into the subject

by letting them explore outdoors!

WEATHER

Teach the different seasons to the child,

then have them match the symbol

(provided in the "cut out" pages) that

corresponds with each season .

***Extra! Go into detail about the seasons

and how they affect our weather

SEASONS

Have the child find the person that is

different or stands out. Alt: Help the child

to notice differences in hair colors and

style, as well as gender.

SAME & DIFFERENT



Have the child find the item that is

different or stands out. Alt: Have the

child find the items that are the same!

**Extra** Have them use pinto beans or 

dry erase markers to circle the items. 

SAME & DIFFERENT PT. 2

Have the child find the item that is

different or stands out. Alt: Have the

child find the items that are the same!

**Extra** Have them use pinto beans or

dry erase markers to circle the items.

SAME & DIFFERENT PT. 3

Teach your child to recognize their

vegetables by reciting and pointing to

each vegetable. Later have them repeat

after you. Once they can recognize

each vegetable quiz them, by letting

them use dry erase marker or pinto

beans to single out each vegetable.

VEGETABLES

Teach your child to recognize their

fruits by reciting and pointing to each

fruit. Later have them repeat after you.

Once they can recognize each fruit, quiz

them, by letting them use dry erase

marker or pinto beans to single out each

fruit.

FRUITS



Use the continents to teach the child

about our world. By pointing to the

continents and using the colors and

names, you can better help them

understand the differences and where

they belong on the map. Cut out the continents

(provided in the cut out page with the WHITE

background) and add Velcro to create a matching

game for the child.

THE CONTINENTS

Size, shape, and color recognition

within a matching game. Use the cut outs provided in

the "cut outs" page and Velcro to match the other

wing  to it's appropriate butterfly!

BUTTERFLY MATCHING

Use this colorful picture of our solar

system to teach the child the names of the

planets and what order they belong in.

Useful in conjunction with the Planets

page to teach what our planets are called

and what they look like up close.

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM

This activity helps the child recognize

the different numbers of scoops on

each cone by using their counting skills.

Use the matching "cut outs" provided for

extra fun!

ICE CREAM COUNTING



Provided in the "cut out" pages are 4 sheets with

animals that belong to different habitats. Teach your

child about different animals and the habitats where

they belong. Practice sorting and memory once your

child gets a little older. 

**Extra** 

These animals match "Safari TOOBS®" animals that

can be found at craft stores like Hobby Lobby,

Micheals, JoAnns, or Amazon!  Turn this into a fun

matching game by having the child place the animal

on the card! 

This fun activity lets the child use stars

)(provided as a cut out) to help Maria

the dancer, follow the map to join her

friends at the fiesta

FIESTA MAP

These funny faces show the

different emotions, while also

teaching colors. **Extra! Each morning,

the child how they are feeling

EMOTIONS

ANIMAL CUT OUTS (4 PAGES)

Teach your child about the different habitats where

animals live and thrive. Use the corresponding animal

cut outs provided as a sorting activity. 

HABITATS



l e a v e  you r  mark !
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